Girard-Perregaux iconic 1966
and Vintage 1945 collections
pay tribute to the traditional blue
colour of the Brand
As one of the fundamental primary colors embodying all that
is eternal, powerful and elegant, the Girard-Perregaux flagship
1966 and Vintage 1945 collections now feature dials clad
exclusively in blue.
By its choice of elegant tone, the Swiss Manufacturer offers lovers
of fine watches an extra touch of originality and acknowledges
the prominence that color has played in many of its historic
timepieces. In the closing years of the 18th century, GirardPerregaux’s founder Jean-François Bautte, was one of the first
master watchmakers to make successful use of this distinctive tone,
in what was seen at the time as a revolutionary development. It
has been a regular feature of Girard-Perregaux watches ever
since.

Girard-Perregaux 1966
The Girard-Perregaux 1966 model combines
understatement, delicacy and precision. It is admirably
balanced design and well-proportioned dimensions make
it one of the most immaculately finished timepieces.
Its magnificent, slightly-domed dial is now presented in
a deep blue tone. A subtle sunburst effect creates an
interplay of reflections, which makes the light appear
to dance with each movement of the watch. Displaying
the date in a window at 3 o’clock, the dial is adorned
with elegant gilded baton hour markers at 3, 6 and 9
o’clock, plus a double marker at 12 o’clock. Its leafshaped hour and minute hands are also gilded, as is
its straight large seconds hand.

Crafted in pink gold, the case, with its slightly
protruding middle surmounted by a beveled,
diamond-effect bezel, gives the watch a profile of
rare distinction. It has a diameter of 38 mm and is
8.62 mm thick. Inside the case the GP03300-0030
mechanical, self-winding Manufacture movement
beats its rhythm as it marks out the hours, minutes,
seconds and date. It has a power reserve of up to
46 hours and a frequency of 28,800 vibrations
per hour. It is fitted with a pink gold pin buckle and
alligator strap that matches the deep blue tone of
the dial.

GIRARD-PERREGAUX 1966
Technical Specifications
Case: pink gold
Diameter: 38.00 mm
Crystal: anti-reflective sapphire
Case-back: sapphire crystal
Water resistance: 30 meters (3 ATM)
Girard-Perregaux movement GP03300-0030
Mechanical, self-winding movement
Diameter: 25.60 mm (11 ½’’’)
Frequency: 28,800 Vib/h - (4 Hz)
Power reserve: min. 46 hours
Jewels: 27
Functions: hour, minute, central second, date
Blue alligator strap
Pink gold pin buckle

49525-52-432-BB4A

Vintage 1945 XXL Petite Seconde
The Vintage 1945 XXL collection combines an attractive
rectangular case with features representing the most
authentic Art Deco style of watchmaking. The new Vintage
1945 XXL Small Second introduces a blue dial as well
with iridescent reflections into the range for the first time.
Like the case, the dial presents a profile that is twice as
curved further emphasized by a vertical brushed effect.
This contrasts with the satin finish of the small second
indication, whose red figure “60” represents the sole
touch of bright color to be found in the ensemble. The
edge of the dial is surrounded by a railtrack minute circle
accompanied by polished “Breguet” applique numerals.
The Dauphine-type minute and hour hands are faceted

and delicately curved by hand to follow the shape of the
dial thus creating a sparkling interplay of light.
The imposing 36.20 mm x 35.25 mm polished steel
case features two vertical gadroons at 12 and 6 o’clock.
Equipped with a GP03300-0051 mechanical, self-winding
Manufacture movement, the Vintage 1945 XXL Small
Second timepiece indicates the hours, minutes and small
seconds.
The model is available in two different versions. The first
is equipped with a navy blue alligator strap while the
second is fitted with a steel bracelet.

Girard-Perregaux Vintage XXL Petite Seconde
Technical Specifications
Case: steel
Dimensions: 36.20 x 35.25 mm
Crystal: anti-reflective sapphire
Case-back: sapphire crystal, secured by four screws
Water resistance: 30 meters (3 ATM)
Girard-Perregaux movement GP03300-0051
Mechanical, self-winding movement
Diameter: 25.60 mm (11 ½’’’)
Frequency: 28,800 Vib/h - (4 Hz)
Power reserve: min. 46 hours
Jewels: 32
Functions: hour, minute, small second
Blue alligator strap
Steel folding buckle
Reference: 25880-11-421-BB4A
Steel bracelet
Safety folding with triple-blade buckle
Reference: 25880-11-421-11A
25880-11-421-BB4A

25880-11-421-11A

